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Knee arthritis, a very common form of knee related disability is the progressive degeneration of the
protective cartilage that wears out due to a disease, infection or sometimes caused by certain type
of deficiency. Usually affecting people above the age of 50 years, knee arthritis can sometimes be
found even in people who are young. But nonetheless, it is equally painful and sometimes makes
the affected person immobile. Therefore, at whatever age it occurs, knee arthritis should never be
ignored and quick and effective treatment is mandatory.

Amongst the most common types of treatment for knee arthritis, orthopedic surgeon in Delhi the
option of knee replacement delhi to those who visit the city from across the globe to get treated for
knee arthritis. India and especially Delhi are considered great destinations to avail orthopedic
treatment. Orthopedic surgeons in delhi are in fact considered the best in the lot who successfully
conduct these surgeries at competitive prices that one would not find anywhere else.  

Now, talking about knee replacement delhi, it is a surgical procedure where the orthopedic surgeon
in delhi replaces the knee cartilage or joint with a replacement joint usually made of plastic, metal, or
sometimes of other substances that support similar motion. Orthopedic surgeon in delhi conducts
this surgery with relative ease and looks into it that the patient and their family members are not
bothered too much. From cost affordability, to comfort to the ease in follow-up and consultation,
orthopedic surgeon in delhi and his/her team takes complete care of even the minutest of details.  

There are two ways in which the surgery of knee replacement Delhi can be conducted. One can go
for either a partial knee replacement or a total knee replacement. Complexities and recovery period
after a knee replacement delhi may differ based on the type of surgery one has opted for. However,
the success rate of orthopedic surgeons in delhi of conducting these surgeries remains to be
competitive when compared to any other in the rest of the world.

People choose to come to India and to come to Delhi to get their orthopedic surgeries because India
as a country has acquired the status of being a thought leader in this domain. With latest
technology, talented surgeons and clinical team, and good medical tourism supporting policies,
getting treated in India is a no tension job and the experience is fulfilling.

Therefore, if looking to get treatment for knee arthritis, there can be no better place than Delhi in
India and there can be no better option than knee replacement delhi.
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Dr. Shekhar Agarwal is one of the most experienced joint replacement surgeons in India with more
than 30 years of National & International experience. We conduct various surgeries like a orthopedic
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